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AVEVA Flex
Industrial Software. Limitless Possibilities.

AVEVA’s industry-leading industrial software is now available in a range of 
feature-rich subscription options, giving you complete flexibility in the procurement, 
design, management and utilisation of your industrial control systems.

Offering a new dimension in edge to cloud integration and visualisation, our 
variety of AVEVA Flex subscription options help you benefit from transformative 
technologies quicker and easier than ever.
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Industrial Software. Limitless Possibilities. 
AVEVA Flex gives you access to our comprehensive software portfolio, as and how you need it, helping simplify 
and streamline your digital transformation.

Our range of AVEVA Flex Subscription options offer unparalleled levels of flexibility for our customers with:

AVEVA Flex

Flex

Flexible Capacity

Any Client Platform
(Desktop / Web / Mobile / Cloud)

Flexibility to adjust usage and data points
as needs change, as well as enabling the

management, distribution and compliance
of all software asset entitlements

Any Product Combination
Flexibility to accelerate transformation with

access to AVEVA’s complete industrial software
portfolio of edge to enterprise solutions

and cloud capabilities

Any Industry
Flexibility to implement

solutions and architectures
across a variety of industries

Flexible Architectures
Enables all common architectures, and

combinations, with a single offer – cloud,
on-premise and hybrid architectures – at

all phases in a project lifecycle.

Flexibility to monitor and operate
your industrial system from a variety

of devices and platforms

Flexible Access
(HMI / OMI)

Flexibility to grow your system
as your business needs do,

without disrupting your operations
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AVEVA Flex Subscription Options:
Offering a new dimension in edge-to-cloud integration and advanced visualisation, Our variety of AVEVA Flex 
options cater to a wide range of industrial deployments and customer scenarios as below.

Operational Flexibility and Simplicity
Leveraging on-premise HMI and SCADA investments with secure and reliable cloud capabilities, AVEVA Flex puts 
you back in control arming you with superior real-time actionable intelligence faster and more accurately than ever.

AVEVA Flex
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AVEVA Flex Subscription Options:

Subscription Access: 
 - offering a-la-carte access to individual solutions in our software portfolio

Flex Credits: 
 - consumable credits that can be redeemed for a variety of subscription tiers offering access across 
    our comprehensive software portfolio

Enterprise Subscriptions:
 - customised subscription solutions tailored to large multi-site enterprise deployments
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STANDARD
departmental users

PROFESSIONAL
site-wide users

ESSENTIAL
small process

PREMIUM
medium enterprise users

AVEVA Flex

Subscription Access

Offering a-la-carte access to
individual solutions in our
software portfolio

   Available in 1, 3 or 5 year terms

   Access to individual solutions
   in our industrial software portfolio.

   Standard Technical Support
   included with every subscription

AVEVA Flex Credits

Consumable credits that can
be redeemed for a variety
of subscription tiers

   Available in 1, 3 or 5 year terms

   Access across our comprehensive
   software portfolio

   Interchange software tiers, options
   and licenses as needs evolve.

   Standard Technical Support included
   in every Subscription tier

Enterprise Subscriptions

Customised subscription solutions
tailored to large multi-site enterprise
deployments

   Available in 3-5 year terms

   Full customised access to our
   complete software portfolio

   Premium or Elite Technical
   Support included

AVEVA Flex Credits - Subscription Tiers:
AVEVA Flex Credits Subscription tiers are specifically aligned to common industrial control architectures 
with a range of tailored and software tiers including:

AVEVA Flex Subscription Options:
AVEVA Flex options are procured, configured and delivered with complete flexibility and simplicity in mind. Simply 
select the subscription option best suited to your needs, and pay for what you need, as you need it.

Our subscription options cater for a range of customers and broad scale of industrial deployments including:

Find out more about AVEVA Flex at aveva.com/subscription

AVEVA Flex gives you flexible access to our comprehensive industrial software portfolio as and how you need it, 
empowering you to adopt transformation technologies quicker and easier than ever.

https://www.aveva.com/
https://sw.aveva.com/flex-subscription

